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Iansyst launches its latest developments in assistive technologies
at BETT 2013

Showcasing the latest developments in assistive technology on stand B130 at BETT 2013,
iansyst will be launching azzapt – a cloud service to enable individuals to store, create and
open personalised accessible documents in their preferred format from any internet device.
The azzapt service can be accessed via desktop computers, mobiles or tablets, providing
information in alternative formats automatically on demand. Suitable for learners with SEN,
or those who require reading support, azzapt provides text content whether it be in a larger
font, coloured background, different font styles or as an audio version. The service has been
developed with support from JISC TechDis and the UK Technology Strategy Board as a
strategic means of helping to give reading impaired students full access to the curriculum.
Using a 3G or Wi-Fi connection, azzapt can also be accessed from iansyst’s additional new
software development for tablets: CapturaTalk for AndroidTM, an assistive technology
application that includes key features to provide reading and writing support. For example

by combining both solutions, an individual with literacy difficulties such as dyslexia can now
access the azzapt cloud service from CapturaTalk to download a range of documents
including eBooks, on their Android device in the appropriate font size and colour or listen to it
read aloud as an audio file.
Some of CapturaTalk’s other features include: allowing the user to take a picture of text and
convert it into editable text using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) so that they can for
example, hear the text read aloud using text-to-speech (TTS) technology.

CapturaTalk can also translate the words into over 20 languages, read aloud meanings
using the integrated dictionary, apply formatting, add voice notes and save text as audio,
providing added assistance for anyone requiring reading and writing support.
Visit the stand to speak with iansyst’s highly qualified assistive technology specialists and
receive demos and expert advice on iansyst’s wide range of leading software, hardware and
assistive technology solutions designed to help people with dyslexia and other disabilities.

For further information please call 01223 420101, email: info@iansyst.co.uk or visit
http://www.iansyst.co.uk/
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About iansyst Ltd
iansyst has a 29-year history of representing, publishing and distributing assistive technology solutions to the
education, public and private sector, to help people with dyslexia and other disabilities. ISO 27001 and ISO 9001
Quality Mark conformant, iansyst delivers contracts to the highest industry standards on every scale, from
individuals, schools and academies, to entire local authorities and the Government.
iansyst Ltd has an established customer base throughout the UK and Ireland, including: individuals, teachers and
needs assessors from schools, colleges and universities. It also supplies to education and disability officers from
local authorities, and HR and occupational health professionals from commercial and public organisations.
iansyst is a registered supplier under the Quality Assurance Framework for AT Solution Providers to provide
equipment and services under the Disabled Students’ Allowances (DSA) scheme for students with disabilities in
higher education. www.iansyst.co.uk.

